
2890.2600 MAXIMUM COSTS FOR MOBILIZATION/DEMOBILIZATION (HEAVY
EQUIPMENT), SAW-CUTTING, SOIL DISPOSAL, SURFACE REMOVAL,
AND SURFACE REPLACEMENT.

For a task listed in this part, the cost is prima facie unreasonable when it exceeds the amount
specified for it in the bid for contractor services or the maximum cost specified for it in this part
when the task was started, whichever is less.

A. Mobilization/demobilization (heavy equipment), including crew and equipment.

Maximum costEquipment

$264 eachDozer, loader, backhoe, or excavator, 70-250 hp. (0 to 50 miles one
way)

$396 eachDozer, loader, backhoe, or excavator, over 250 hp. (0 to 50 miles
one way)

B. Saw-cutting.

Maximum costSurfacing material

$1.84 per linear footAsphalt

$5.28 per linear footConcrete

C. Soil disposal.

Maximum costVolume

$7330 to 10 cubic yards

$733 or $58 per cubic yard,
whichever is greater

11 to 150 cubic yards

$8,785 or $52 per cubic yard,
whichever is greater

151 to 500 cubic yards

$25,622 or $44 per cubic
yard, whichever is greater

more than 500 cubic yards

D. Surface removal.

Maximum costSurfacing material

$6.01 per square yardAsphalt
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$14 per square yardConcrete (mesh-reinforced)

$19 per square yardConcrete (rod-reinforced)

E. Surface replacement.

Maximum costSurfacing material

$2.93 per square foot2-inch asphalt (including compacted gravel base)

$5.85 per square foot4-inch asphalt (including compacted gravel base)

$10 per square foot6-inch reinforced concrete (including a minimum of 4-inch
compacted gravel base, forms, concrete in place, finish, and cure)

$12 per square foot8-inch reinforced concrete (including a minimum of 4-inch
compacted gravel base, forms, concrete in place, finish, and cure)

Statutory Authority: MS s 115C.07
History: 20 SR 227; 28 SR 383; L 2010 c 241 s 4; MS s 115C.07 subd 3 paragraph (f)
Published Electronically: December 20, 2022
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